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If you follow drag racing at all, you will know the name Bob Glidden.  Bob won 10 season championships 
in Pro Stock between 1974 & 1989 in a racing career spanning more than 25 years.  Glidden is second 
only to John Force (Funny Car) in the number of season championships.  Pro Stock cars run 500 ci (8.2 
liter, non-super or turbo charged) engines spinning at upwards of 12,000 rpm and generating as much as 
1,500 hp.  The engine alone can cost $100K.  Bob had left his job as a mechanic at a Ford dealership to 
go racing.  Originally, he was racing a Pro Stock Pinto (remember those?).  We lost another racing icon 
when Bob passed away this past winter.   

Recently, I wrote comparing the engine offerings in the 1957 Corvette and Thunderbird.  In this class we 
had the fuel injected Corvette competing against the supercharged Thunderbird.  Naturally, these 
engines could also be found in the larger full-sized Chevys and Fords.  It was 60 years ago that NASCAR, 
always the hotbed of automotive innovation, ruled that both fuel injection and supercharging would be 
banned from NASCAR.  For another 55 years NASCAR required a carburetor, while the entire world had 
switched to fuel injection.  Supercharging (or turbo) is still not allowed.  Judy well remembers the first 
time that I rebuilt a Holley 4 barrel on the dining room table.  An accidental push on the accelerator 
pump lever had fuel spraying all over the kitchen cabinets and counters.  All future rebuild work was 
immediately banned to the cold garage.   

The 1989 Lamborghini Countach 25th anniversary car was (in a way) similar to the 1988 Corvette, 35th 
anniversary.  Both were white with white wheels and interior.  With its wedge shape and scissor doors 
the Countach poster was certainly more widely known than the Corvette anniversary car and was on 
many a teen or pre-teen bedroom wall.  A low mileage (about 9,000) Countach was recently sold at a 
Sotheby’s auction for $268K.  The car was featured with a recent servicing including engine out service, 
a new Euro style front bumper and new tires.  The cost of the service was quoted at $57,000 (yes, you 
read that right), all on a car with only 9,000 miles.  I do understand that all Lamborghini service does 
include a complimentary windshield washer bottle refill, so maybe the cost is not as bad as I initially 
thought.   In the fall of 2014, an acquaintance with a Lamborghini Gallardo asked if he could park it in an 
empty stall in our garage while they used his garage as staging for a home remodel.  It was a dark gray 
color, very similar to Corvette Shark Gray.  We had been considering ordering a new Stingray and had 
been back and forth with the color options.  After staring at that Lamborghini for about 6 weeks, you 
can understand why our 2015 Stingray is Shark Gray.   

A couple of years ago, I had written about the Parkland, WA group and their North American Eagle, a 
land speed record challenger.  Their stated goal is 1300 km/hour (808 mph).  The current record is held 
by ThrustSSC of England at 763 mph (supersonic).    You cannot imagine the size of these vehicles from 
the photos.  Eagle is 56 feet long, almost four times the length of the C7 Vette, and weighs 13,000 lbs.  
Powered by a jet engine from a F-104 Starfighter rated at 52,000 horsepower.  The engine burns 90 
gal/min of jet fuel in afterburner mode.  Our group of CMCS members got to see Eagle when it arrived at 
the Shelton airport near the end of the Viper Club autocross on May 12.  They unloaded Eagle on the 
same runway that we used for the autocross.  Eagle was accompanied by a large group of supporters 
and television crew.  The intent was to tie Eagle down and do some engine testing.  Our dormant 
runway site is not nearly long enough for any sort of motion testing, as the runway is rather short for 
speed testing, and I doubt you could turn it around on the width of the runway.  If you have a few 
minutes check out NA Eagle on the internet, it is a fascinating story.   

We have a lot of current and former Boeing employees in the club, and I wanted to share a bit of Boeing 
history that you might not know.  After WWII, Boeing was seeking non-war related revenue sources.  In 
1950 Boeing teamed up with PACCAR to equip a Kenworth semi-tractor with a Model 502 gas turbine 



engine with about 175 hp.  In a few years,  the Boeing/Kenworth’s were sporting about 500 hp.  In the 
1950’s we were still operating a huge Air Force group at Moses Lake (the same airport that is used to 
train many of Boeing customer pilots).  However, the pipeline for jet fuel terminated in Spokane.  PIE 
trucking successfully bid on the contract to haul jet fuel from Spokane to Moses Lake.  PIE had a large 
fleet of tanker trucks that operated 24/7.  My father was the swing shift foreman in the maintenance 
shop.  In the late 1950’s PIE was furnished with two Boeing/Kenworth tractors to test on this haul.  
Boeing did not want any PIE personnel to touch the turbine and the hoods were securely locked.  My 
father had told me that a couple of the drivers were threatened with termination as they could easily 
spin the driving wheels and Boeing was none too happy with their hot rod tendencies.  The turbines 
were especially fuel thirsty.  I have seen some reports that a Boeing 300 hp turbine could burn 32 
gal/hour of jet fuel.  If we assume a normal tanker truck will get about 7 mpg and make this run at about 
55 mph, we can see that the diesel might burn about 8 gal/hour.  Poor fuel economy spelled the end of 
this experiment, but on the bright side, PIE could have just run a line from the tanker truck to the gas 
turbine since it would also run on jet fuel.  Final thought:  About 1959 the pipeline was completed to 
Moses Lake and PIE lost the fuel hauling contract.  PIE immediately laid off about 2/3 of the work force 
and my family soon left Spokane for greener pastures.   


